T5 wiring diagram

You can contact Doug with a via phone, text, or e-mail and receive a prompt answer via phone,
e-mail, or text, or possibly a video with step-by-step instructions. This page includes some
"freebies" to give you an idea of the kind of support you can expect from our pre-paid plan.
Develop the basic border drawing for your company. Don't worry about putting any drawings in
it. This WDL file controls the language of the prompts you get when you right click a project
name in the Project Manager and select Descriptions to enter the project line label data.
Drawing No. Click the Project menu tab and select Title Block Setup. Choose method 2 and click
OK. Click the drop-down arrows next to each Project Line Label prompt and assign select the
attribute you want the data delivered to during the Title Block Update operation. That is covered
next. Click on Drawing Values button at lower right. Note: When you perform a title block update
the sheet number and total number of sheets, along with whatever text you entered into the
three description lines for each drawing, are dropped into the previously determined title block
attributes. I suggest saving to the Template folder. Hint: The easiest way to find the template
folder is to temporarily change the SaveAs Type setting to. This will automatically switch you to
the template folder. Before you save the border drawing, temporarily switch the SaveAs type to.
Click Insert from the pull-down menu, select Block, and browse to the Template folder. Select
the previously saved base drawing and insert it at coordinates 0,0,0. Note: Do not check the box
to Explode on insert. Once the base drawing is inserted the attributes you placed on the base
drawing will not be visible. This is normal. Click the Drawing Properties icon from the Schematic
menu tab. This block stores Drawing Properties. Click through the various tabs and set design
rules, such as Tag , Wire Number , and Cross-reference Format , default Ladder Width , etc.
During my Admin plus Workflow Training class we cover this is greater detail. Enter your
company's most popular wire types. Note: Don't forget to assign a layer color and line type.
Hint: You cannot assign a color or line type until you click in another cell after typing in the wire
type information. Insert some wires and components to create a sample circuit, so you can
adjust color and line type assignments. Be sure to insert a 3-phase component symbol, a
location box, and wire numbers. Next click Layer Properties on the Home menu tab and adjust
line types and layer colors for the new layers that have been added. The color is usually green
or blue. Layer LINK should be set to a dahed line type. Type LTSCALE at the command line and
press the Enter key on your keyboard to adjust the line type scale until your dashed line types
appear as fine or coarse as you desire. I use the color RED for fixed layers. Click Balloon Setup
and adjust as needed. Enter your desired default text height and press enter. For example, if
you want plots to be monochrome, 11x17, centered, zoomed to extents, fit to the paper, etc. I do
however recommend setting the drawing to use a pre-defined SNAP , perhaps set to 0. Next
save the file as type. Note: You will only need to set the path once. It will remain until you
change it. Quite often I need to assign a different document number to the various types of
drawings in a project. For example, the schematic must be a unique document number with
unique data in the title block, including page numbering that applies only to the pages that
make up the schematic. After all, on a large scale project, these might each be created by
different designers. But I still need the intelligent connectivity between the schematic, panel
layout, wire list, and BOM for editing purposes, and for a "global" view of the entire project.
Create your master project with all necessary drawings, as usual. Next create another project
for schematic drawings only, placing its respective. WDP file inside the same folder as the
master project. WDP file. Hint: Keep all drawings in the master project folder. Right click the
schematic only project and select Add Drawings. Add only the schematic drawings to this
project. Repeat this procedure again for the panel layout, and again for the wire list, and finally
for the bill-of-materials. You now have one master project for performing master level edits and
updates. But you also have 4 individual "sub-projects" which you can activate to perform a title
block update, allowing each of these "sub-projects" to have its own unique project line label
data i. You can activate each "sub-project", right-click over it in Project Manager, and edit the
Description lines to be unique for each "sub-project". Execute a separate Title Block Update for
each "sub-project". See the screen shot below:. There is an alternate method you can use if you
would like to have access to all manufacturers from time to time but would also like to work
from a smaller "preferred" list of manufacturer parts. If you never use AB, then remove AB parts
from all component tables i. Only check the boxes for the manufacturers you will actually use.
Once the catalog database is trimmed down to only your preferred manufacturer parts the
seek-time for a Lookup will be less. The next thing to do is to right-click on your project name
and select Properties. Click the button labeled "Other", then click on the radio button labeled
"Optional: Define a secondary catalog lookup file for this project. OK out of all the dialog boxes.
Anytime you need a part number from the complete catalog, click the "Other" button from within
the Lookup dialog version and previous and follow the prompts to temporarily switch to the
complete catalog. For version or later click the arrow in the field labeled as Database and select

the Secondary File. When you click Lookup you will see that the top left box under Catalog is
blank. Click in this box and start typing a part number. The results in the window below will
begin to narrow down according to what you type in. You can perform similar filtering for other
columns, such as Description, Miscellaneous, etc. You can drag and drop fields left or right to
order them according to your needs. You can also right-click above any field name and uncheck
the box for any fields you wish to hide. Then click the magnifier icon to begin the search. This
will search across family tables so it is possible to select a part from the TRMS terminals table
and assign it to a fuse, for example a fuse holder style terminal. The fact is that some files can
be located in more than one location, depending upon the user. For example, let's say you want
to delete all but the preferred suppliers for each type of component. You could take a similar
approach with the default. This file controls the project line label prompts that you see when
you right-click on a project name and select Descriptions. The one that installs by default will
most likely need to be modified to meet your needs. The WDA file stores a list of custom
attributes you may have added to some blocks and that you wish to make available for reports.
If any are found they are checked by default, assuming that you will want to copy them as well.
You can uncheck if you wish not to copy the project specific support files. There is one
particular support file that I find particularly useful. You create this one yourself. See example
below:. Allow me to clarify one issue that has confused many of us. The Lookup operation looks
at the 2nd and 3rd character in the symbol file name to determine what table to look in. If you
wish to override this and direct the Lookup to open a different table, you can enter the alternate
table name in the WDBLKNAM attribute, preceded by an underscore. I used the underscore
character. To further illustrate this let's consider the terminal-block-style SPDT relays as an
example. The catalog data might actually be located in the TRMS table, along with other similar
devices from the same supplier, like terminal blocks, fuse holders, etc. So I would copy HCR1. I
would also copy VCR1. See the illustration below:. Suppose you have a contactor that is
available with or without aux contacts. There are two ways to approach this. Or you might
permanently add the aux pins to the end of the Pin List for the contactor, making them
automatically available as needed , as illustrated in the following screen shot of the Pin List
Database edit dialog. The illustration below shows how to edit the pin assignments in the
Catalog Browser, starting in release Suppose you have a contactor that you sometimes add a
normally-open auxiliary contact to, or a normally-closed contact, or both, on an as-needed
basis. Don't add the assembly code to the main part in the catalog database. You will enter it
"on-the-fly" as needed. You can even add a quantity if you prefer more than one of either. I like
playing with assembly codes. We explore all options in my training to cover the various
scenarios, such as with this contactor scenario. A sample screen shot from my training course
is attached. I document the cable cores and then sum into one line, passing the cable to another
page and breaking it back out again into individual cable cores. First, insert the wires that will
be summed into one line. When you insert cable markers, they will define the cable core color or
number. You can use a Fillet at the join point if you wish. The attached screen shots, from my
advanced training course, illustrate my method. Cable marker data appears in a cable summary
report. I like it when the same documentation that was used to build it can be used to
troubleshoot it. When the schematic is also a wiring diagram it is easier to understand the route
a wire takes. For example, think of a 14AWG wire branching off from a main circuit breaker to
feed a control circuit. There is also a 10AWG wire connected to the breaker from a main
disconnect on the door. If I use a dot the typical schematic only approach I am only showing the
panel shop, or the troubleshooting technician, that the branch wire is connected to the same
node as the wire from the disconnect to the breaker. That's fine if I only want to know the
electrical potential on the wire, or if I am analyzing the logic of the circuit. So you wish to create
a power bus by installing a jumper-bar down the middle a terminal strip. The following is the
method I have used since and it works perfectly. It has been further enhanced since the
introduction of the Terminal Strip Editor a. This method applies to either vertical or horizontal
power rails. In this example I will use a standard ladder diagram. Insert the ladder and rungs as
usual. Replace the ambiguous node dots with terminal block symbols , since your power rail is
actually made up of terminal blocks; not solder joints, wire-nuts, or a daisy-chain of wire. This
takes care of the schematic portion of the power bus. Easy isn't it? Use any color that would not
be confused with your wiring standard. I chose magenta since I have no magenta wires in the
system. How to define a feed-through terminal block with 3 connection points, 2 on one side
and one on the other side. This part may appear as a multiple catalog item under several
"master parts", such as IB16, IR8, etc. But with a Tallied Purchase List Format you prefer a
simple sum total tally of all parts, according to item number. In fact you only want to see each
Item number listed once on the BOM. For example if the IB16 is item number 76 and the TB3 is
item number 77, entered into the Multiple Catalog list for the IB16, you would see them listed

together, and that would seem right. But then your IR8 might be item number 78 and in its
Multiple Catalog list would be item number 77 again, because the TB3 is listed as a Multiple
Catalog part under the IR8 as well as under the IB Forget using Assembly Codes or Multiple
Catalog. These will not provide the report format you seek. There are two alternative
approaches: 1. You can use existing "dumb" footprint blocks "as-is" if you wish. Below is an
example of a contactor footprint block that has no attributes. This command trigger actually
inserts a "parent" fuse symbol i. HFU1 followed by two "child" fuse symbols i. HFU2 , adapting
to virtually any wire spacing. Electrical then automatically joins the three separate fuse symbols
together with a dashed link line to give the appearance of a 3-pole fuse. Disconnect Switches
and Circuit Breakers are handled much the same way. This is appropriate because the other two
poles of a circuit breaker or disconnect are actually molded into the same package as the first
pole. However, the difference between a 1-pole fuse and a 3-pole fuse is the fuse holder. Each of
the 3 fuses are therefore represented by a parent symbol, which includes the MFG and CAT
attributes needed to store the catalog data. We cannot edit the Footprint Database and create a
permanent relationship between one fuse part number and separate 1-pole, 2-pole, and 3-pole
footprints. So how do I handle this? The following is a brief expanation of how I teach this in my
Admin-level Training course. I have the class use one fuseholder footprint that includes the
graphic for a single fuse and its fuse holder, just as they would appear together in the panel. In
the Footprint Database , I have the class create an entry for the fuse part number that calls up
this single pole footprint. What I teach the class to do is select all 3 fuses at once when they
insert from the Schematic List to their panel layout. Next I have the class use the Uniform
Spacing option and specify the left-to-right spacing between each footprint symbol so the three
fuse holder footprints insert next to one another, yet appear as though they are one 3-pole fuse
holder. With this approach one footprint suffices for all three fuses, yet it appears as though it is
a 3-pole fuse holder. This same approach will work for 2-pole fuses. So how do we enter the part
number for the 3-pole fuse holder? In our class project we add the 3-pole fuse holder as a
Multiple Catalog entry for the first fuse symbol only and we do not allow the update to update
the other two fuses. Bonus: Set the Project Properties for per-part-basis and you can assign a
separate Item number to the fuse holder. The balloon insertion tool will detect the fuse holder
and its Item number assignment and insert an additional balloon. Note: Be sure and select the
first fuse footprint for balloon, the one with the fuse holder entry, so both item numbers are
detected. The image below illustrates the final result of my approach:. This actually inserts a
"parent" symbol i. HCB1 and two "child" symbols i. HCB2 , adapting to virtually any wire
spacing. Electrical then automatically joins the three separate symbols together with a dashed
link line to give the appearance of a 3-pole device. Disconnect Switches and multi-pole Fuses
are handled much the same way. It then searches the active library for the same symbol name
as the parent symbol, but with a "2" as the 4th character of the symbol name, instead of "1". It
inserts two of these child symbols onto the next available wires or rungs in the direction
specified by the user, thus dynamically adjusting for virtually any wire or rung spacing. If you
want to add a 4-pole circuit breaker to the menu, click on Icon Menu Wizard from the Other
Tools panel of the Schematic menu tab. Select the library you wish to edit. Navigate to the
Circuit Breakers and Disconnects submenu. Click on the button labeled Add at the top
right-hand side of the Icon Menu Wizard dialog and choose the Command option. Type in a
name i. You might also just leave the icon image field blank and wait until you insert your new
4-pole symbol. You can always come back to the Icon Menu Wizard, right-click on your 4 Pole
Circuit Breaker symbol, select Properties, and edit it to add an icon image by zooming to the
inserted symbol on your drawing. Insert your new 4 Pole Circuit Breaker. It will insert the 3 child
symbols HCB2 or VCB2 onto the next available wires, and all 4 symbols will ultimately be joined
by a dashed link line. You can toggle between standard footprints and wiring diagram style
footprints by clicking the arrow at the bottom of the Insert Footprint from Schematic List dialog.
You have to create these tables yourself. You already have an AB table for standard footprints.
We do a complete exercise for setting this up as part of my Advanced Training Course. It's a
nice but often overlooked feature of Electrical. The parameters for inserting dynamically built
DIN rails and wireways are stored in a spreadsheet file located in the Catalogs subfolder. The
file is named wddinrl. Autodesk, Inc. The screen image below shows where I added two Thomas
and Betts wireways. HINT: Add additional DIN rails using the same method but be sure to edit
the extra cells for rail length, rail center, slot locations, etc. Next, right-click at the command line
prompt and select Options. Add this new network path to the Support File Search path and
move it to the top. Hint: Be sure to keep your local libraries and databases up to date with the
ones on the network, so you have the latest data. You can simply copy the files from the
network folders to their matching local folders and overwrite. ENV file, so everyone will be
sharing the same design environment. Note: Starting with release , there is an extra folder in the

AeData path for the language. The folder for the United States of America is en-us. These are
located below the AeData folder you moved to your network. Position them as shown below:.
This is the first level of filtering used during a part number assignment Lookup. There are 40
symbol blocks available for each PLC style. These blocks are inserted in order, top to bottom,
as defined in the PLC database. There are blocks for the module information, inputs, outputs,
terminal points, unused connections, etc. Usually, no more than 3 to 5 blocks are needed to
compile a parametrically built PLC. The inputs will most likely be the same block used multiple
times. For example, you will usually start with a Module Information Block, which can also be an
Input, Output, or Unused wire connection. The image below illustrates an Allen-Bradley IB8 PLC
input module that is built using 3 of the 40 blocks available for whichever style is defined in
Drawing Properties. At the top is a block that will display module information and includes the
first input point with wiring expected from the left. This is followed by 7 additional inputs with
wiring expected from the left. After all of the defined blocks have been inserted, these individual
blocks are automatically compiled into one block. Note that this utility only converts legacy
promis-e projects, prior to version V8 i. Thus the hierarchy is Installation-Location-Component
Tag. Click on the Components tab and set the check boxes as shown below:. The second
reason I prefer IEC tag mode is to differentiate between components in field panels that are
tagged the same. For example, let's say you have a common junction box that you use for each
of your motors. The junction box is mass produced for you and contains a terminal strip tagged
as TB1 and a disconnect switch tagged as DS1. But with IEC tag mode engaged Electrical Audit
correctly interprets these as two separate terminal strips and two separate disconnect switches
because it considers the Installation and Location values as part of the component tag. This is
typical IEC tagging. I can tell you that, in general, the standard is no standard. I wish that were
not the case. In Europe they follow an established standard called IEC almost to the letter, no
matter where you go. However in America, it is as if no standards exist. The JIC symbol set that
shipped with the program was intended to serve as a sample of simple symbols in common use
at the time. The developers never expected the sample symbols to be perfect for everyone. The
"Black Box Builder" , later renamed to "Symbol Builder" was intended to be used for this
purpose. The JIC symbol set is mostly limited to 2-wire devices, similar to the list of common
symbols referenced in the standards. The user was expected to create their own application
specific symbols, especially symbols with numerous wire connections, since the preferred
orientation and location of the wire connections could vary from user to user. While most of
these class designations a. I have coined the term technical colloquialisms when referring to
these variances. Another example of a technical colloquialism is the term "wire number". It is
actually an electrical "node" number or "potential" number. We have a colloquialism associated
with ladders as well. Is it really a 1-phase ladder when you use L1 and L2? The term
single-phase technically refers to a power source derived from a single "hot" phase and neutral.
Thus it appears that the developers chose to incorporate common terminology and common
practices into the software, not an absolute adherence to a certain standard. Consider this:
Where did we get the standard for using blue wire for D. One of the oldest and most
recognizable electrical companies, known throughout the world, uses component tags on a
"circuit-function" basis. Note: This practice is actually allowed according to Annex E. Thus no
two relays will necessarily have the same tagging format. I recommend including a legend page
to define the component class designations for your circuit diagram, when you choose to
deviate from the component class designations and opt for circuit function designations
instead. They could have chosen to release a common design tool and let us create our own
symbols. They gave us the symbol builder tool just for that purpose. With this starter set of
symbols they had to choose some default tagging scheme from the various ones that existed at
the time. What they chose was mostly from the JIC standards but with a few variations, based
upon common practices of the time. If you prefer, you can use the Symbol Builder to create
your own symbol s , just the way you want them to look, but be aware that deviating from
established standards may create confusion for technicians who may one day need to
troubleshoot your control system, and may also put you at odds with machine safety directives.
The world is becoming more interested in not only national but international standards. It seems
to me that the "standards" are still in somewhat of a state of flux, with personal opinions or just
plain " that's the way we've always done it " syndrome getting in the way. This is a general
overview of various electrical design standards currently in use in the United States of America
and other parts of the world. In the U. IEC deals specifically with machinery safety directives,
IEC governs the graphical appearance of the schematic symbols. IEC governs component class
designations i. K for relay, P for indicator lamp, etc. IEC governs wire color abbreviations i.
Additionally NFPA , along with its subsequent updates, includes a list of component class
designations, which happen to be very similar to those used in the JIC standard that preceded

it, but with some minor updates. ANSY Y The latest IEC standard for component class
identification, IEC , has introduced an optional 2-letter device class identification. The first letter
comes from the main category broad in scope , while the optional second letter serves as a type
of "sub-classification" further defining the device. IEC introduced changes such that devices,
whether mechanical, electrical, pneumatic, or otherwise are classified, based more so on their
physical properties rather than their function. IEC includes a group of optional tables in case
you wish to use the 2-letter classification. For example, instead of plain "Q" for a disconnect
switch or main circuit breaker, it is "QB" for the disconnect switch fused or non-fused and "QA"
for the circuit breaker. A motor starter or contactor is also "QA", as is a power transistor or
thyristor. There are other sub-classes for "Q" but that is a sample of the more common ones.
Protective fuses still fall under the main category of "F", as do protective circuit breakers i. The
two letter code would be "FC". Believe it or not, a microprocessor or PLC processor is "KF"
under IEC, along with control relay, analog or binary circuit, optocoupler, electronic tube, safety
logic module, and more. It is a well established standard with widespread use and it clearly
defines the function of a device with only one letter. I think the International Electrotechnical
Commission has outlived its usefulness and continues to make changes for the sake of change
- just to appear busy. That is my humble opinion. But even with IEC , I happen prefer the one
letter identifiers. We cover this in my IEC training course. Keep in mind that the electrical CAD
software isn't the designer. We are responsible for designing to meet the required safety
standards where the machinery will be installed. The carpenter must know where and how to
nail, but without the hammer the job would be more difficult and would take longer. Note: The
cross-references and tags are hyperlinked. If you hover your mouse over a cross-reference or
tag and a hand symbol appears, click the left button of your mouse to surf the hyperlink to
related drawing entities. It might be a relay contact, a footprint, a source or destination wire
network, etc. If you use Google Chrome you must download the file and view with Adobe
Acrobat. In this sample, the wires are identified based upon Sheet. Wire numbers were not
typically assigned to DIN and IEC projects in the past but as European designers desired to
market their products in North America they found that North American customers like to use
wire numbers electrical node ID as a troubleshooting aid. As European companies have
adjusted their designs to meet the North American requirements, wire numbers have seen an
increase in popularity in Europe. The makers of Electrical CAD software in Europe added the
option for wire numbers many years ago, as they began marketing their software to the North
American market and found that North American companies were not interested in an intelligent
Electrical CAD program that could not assign and manage wire numbers. I have watched this
trend since the s and virtually every Electrical CAD platform on the market today offers some
form of wire numbering. With a ladder diagram the component identification tags and wire
numbers are usually based upon the line reference number a. With IEC drawings the
identification is usually based upon the sheet number and the zone or column where the device
or wire is located. The drawing border in this sample contains both an X and Y grid, with a
combination of letters vertical and numbers horizontal. The cross-reference format follows IEC
Off-load your extra work to us so you can meet demanding deadlines. Full ECAD support,
including smart border template creation, symbol creation, and maintenance of your symbol
library, so your designers can stay focused on sales orders. If you would like assistance
learning and implementing AutoCAD Electrical, including training, implementation support,
drawing conversion, or design support, please feel free to call Doug at , or send an e-mail to
ECADConsultant gmail. This site created and maintained by Doug McAlexander, Inc. Questions
or Comments? Volkswagen Transporter â€” repair manuals and service manuals, wiring
diagrams, operation manuals, workshop manuals â€” free download. Volkswagen Transporter
repair manual. The manual has all the information about these models. The machines have
diesel engines with a working volume of 2. A huge number of drawings of various formats and
schemes help to master the new information, to apply knowledge in practice, for example, to
repair the van according to all the rules, economically spending its budget and time. The service
manual consistently and logically reveals the general characteristics and design features of
these vans, shows the components of the Volkswagen Transporter and gives tips on managing
them. Naturally, the detailed instruction manual Volkswagen Transporter, and also there is a
section that will help the user on their own to cope with the maintenance of the car. It also
shows the recommended materials for the implementation of preventive procedures, painted
the rules for the necessary work within the TO. A separate part of the book is a chapter with
information about the general electrical equipment of these minivans, the Volkswagen
Transporter wiring diagrams are also located there. Using this manual, it is not difficult to
diagnose and repair the car on your own. The book provides consistent and accessible
instructions and tips on how to competently act in the case of specific problems with the

engine, braking system, transmission, steering and other elements of the car. All content on the
site Carmanualsclub. The site administration does not bear any responsibility for illegal actions,
and any damage incurred by the copyright holders. Regards Mike. Your email address will not
be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Necessary
cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only
includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These
cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
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essary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Volkswagen Transporter. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with
this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies
that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
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